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Decades ago, wallpaper customers 
remained loyal to subtle, discreet 
prints. Because the wallpaper 
installation–or worse, removal–

process was much more arduous than it is 
today, customers stuck with neutrals and 
minimalistic patterns, hoping they would 
remain easy to coordinate with as the room’s 
décor changed over time.

Not so anymore. Today’s more advanced 
products and easy-to-use solvents make little 
work of  stripping a wall and re-papering a 
room, meaning customers are no longer afraid 
to be creative. Homeowners and designers are 
eagerly incorporating bold patterns, unique 
textures and a bit of  the unexpected. Here’s a 
look at some ways wallcoverings are creating 
new looks for today.

By Debbie Swanson 
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MAKE A STATEMENT

Stacy Senior Allen, marketing director at Thibaut Wallpaper, 
Fabrics and Furniture in Newark, N.J., has seen new demand 
for big prints and bold patterns.

“Large-scale prints add height, interest and elegance to any 
space. Patterns such as these are great conversation starters,” 
she said. “(Customers should choose) an element they truly 
ORYH���VXFK�DV�ÁRZHUV��WUHHV��VWULSHV����DQG�JR�IRU�LW��7KH\·OO�EH�
the envy of  their more conservative friends.”  
:KHQ�YLHZLQJ�D�VZDWFK��D�VKRSSHU�PD\�ÀQG� LW�GLIÀFXOW� WR�

visualize the look of  the paper in an entire room. Retailers can 
help them move beyond this hurdle by having photographs, 
slide shows, models or actual displays readily available. Many 
times, the consumer will be surprised to see that the pattern 
lends a completely different look when used in a larger space.

“Large-scale prints often become quiet and appealing when 
viewed at large scale,” said Allen.  

Custom looks are another avenue through which 
homeowners are making a statement. Originally popular with 
companies building a design around their logo or product, or 
with restaurants trying to achieve a regional ambiance, custom 
designs are appealing to homeowners who have an idea for 

their own print. Many companies will design a unique pattern 
based on a customer’s photograph or artwork, as well as create 
ÁRRU�WR�FHLOLQJ�PXUDOV�EDVHG�RQ�SHUVRQDO�LQVSLUDWLRQ�

ADD SOME SHINE

Gina Shaw of  York Wallcoverings in York, Penn., has 
noticed that customers aren’t afraid to use special effects, and 
glitter is a popular way to add a ‘wow’ factor to designs. Glitter-
inspired wallcoverings can add a stroke of  sparkle to any room, 
from the formal dining room to the basement family room to a 
nursery or child’s playroom.

“Embedded into the ink, glitter gives a pattern a texture 
and shimmer when the light hits it. It’s very sophisticated and 
subtle,” said Shaw.
,QFUHDVHG�LQWHUHVW�LQ�PHWDOOLFV�DOVR�UHÁHFWV�WKH�FXVWRPHU·V�EROGHU�

approach to decorating; the subtle light introduced by such prints 
can help wake up a plain space or brighten a darker room.

$́W� 7KLEDXW�� ZH·YH� QRWLFHG� D� GHÀQLWH� LQFUHDVH� LQ� PHWDOOLF�
wallpapers,” said Allen. “The super bold metallic, like Troub-
adour in Monterey, is a great way to add elegance and appeal 
to a room. Depending on which way the light hits each design, 
you get different variations of  a pattern.”

Even just a touch of  metallic paper, done well, can make a 
room stand out, such as creating a “mirror” effect by covering 
an isolated section with a shiny paper.

TAKE CUES FROM NATURE

Wallpapers featuring natural elements are seeing growth in 
demand, both by eco-conscious customers as well as those looking 
to give their space texture, dimension and an outdoorsy feel.

“Texture on the walls creates an instant sense of  warmth and 
comfort,” Allen said.

Organic elements of  all kinds are being incorporated into wall 
coverings: cork, bamboo, wood parquets and veneers, even coconut 
shells. Because they are natural, the expected variations in shade and 
ÀQLVK�HQKDQFH�WKH� ORRN�DQG�PDNH�HDFK�DSSOLFDWLRQ�XQLTXH��6RPH�
products, such as cork, help to minimize noise and provide insulation.

´&RUN� KDV� GHÀQLWHO\� VHHQ� D� JURZLQJ� GHPDQG�µ� VDLG� 6KDZ��
adding it isn’t much different to work with than traditional 
wallpaper. “Cork veneer comes in a roll with backing and is 
applied just like wallpaper.

“Another product trending right now is grasscloth. It’s not 
new, but gaining in popularity,” said Shaw. Grasscloth wallpaper 
incorporates dried grasses into the fabric. Those looking to give 
it a bit of  modern punch can choose a pattern that incorporates 
metallics into the weave.

While popular, organic solutions can be costly. Faux versions 
of  many natural textures are also available and provide customers 
with a lower-cost alternative. A synthetic version can be a better 
suggestion for use in bathrooms, which retain moisture, or rooms 
subject to frequent cleaning; natural textures may not stand up 
well to repeated exposure to moisture.

Large-scale prints add 
height, interest and 
elegance to any space. 
Patterns such as these are 
great conversation starters.
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RETURN OF THE FEATURE WALL

A popular design theme of  the ’70s, the use of  a 
feature wall is making a comeback.

“Featuring a large graphic or oversized pattern 
on only one wall, and leaving the other walls more 
subtle, creates a bold statement,” said Shaw.

Typically the wall that naturally draws the eye upon 
entering the room - such as the wall behind a bed – a 
feature wall takes on its own design, standing apart 
from the other walls in the room. The result gives a 
room depth and an element of  surprise.

This can be an ideal solution to offer to the 
customer who is hesitant to jump into wallpaper 
but eager to incorporate some type of  pattern. This 
lower-commitment solution allows them creativity 
without feeling overwhelmed.

But the feature wall is certainly not just for 
the wallpaper-shy; with today’s vibrant options, 
homeowners and designers are using feature walls to 
make lively statements. This approach also works well 
in a room that incorporates a striking color contrast, 
such as black and white.

COLOR CHOICES: OLD STANDBYS AND NEW FAVORITES

With the explosion of  color options available, 
walls are wearing color in new ways, from dramatic 
statements to playful pairings.

Allen says she sees color being used as a connection 
to mood and personality. “Bright colors will instantly 
cheer you up or elevate your mood. This motivates 
people to add pops of  color in family rooms, closets, 
bathrooms and other fun spaces in the home. Check 
out Rivera wallpaper in Yellow from Monterey - and 
be instantly happy,” she said.

And while neutral tones such as beige and ivory 
will never be replaced, they’re in new company. 
“Greys are the new neutrals,” said Shaw. “Customers 
are now pairing pops of  color with charcoal grey 
or stone colors. And while black and white never 
UHDOO\� ZHQW� DZD\�� LW·V� GHÀQLWHO\� UHYLYHG²FXVWRPHUV�
are doing a whole room in black and white, with a 
splash of  color.”

TRY A TEMPORARY LOOK

Those customers who still can’t shake memories 
RI �ORQJ�DIWHUQRRQV�VWULSSLQJ�D�VWXEERUQ�ZDOO�PD\�ÀQG�
solace in temporary wallpaper. This peel-and-stick 
solution is easily pulled off  with minimal effort and 
leaves no damage to the wall. Perfect for a nursery 
or child’s room where décor is quickly outgrown, it’s 
becoming popular throughout the home, allowing an 
easy change to family rooms, kitchens or baths.

It’s also a practical way to keep up with areas such 
DV�D�SOD\URRP�RU�D�KLJK�WUDIÀF�HQWU\ZD\�WKDW�WDNHV�D�
beating from pets or children. College students and 
apartment dwellers are using temporary products 
to give their space their own personality without 
violating rental restrictions.  

N o one likes unhappy customers, so make sure they 
choose a wallcovering pattern that will look good 
on their walls, not just on your website or in your 
showroom. Knowing these design basics could be 

the difference between winning projects and failed ones.

� Vertical stripes or patterns make a ceiling appear higher
� Horizontal stripes or patterns seem to widen a room and 

lower the ceiling
� Large patterns and dark colors make small rooms 
 seem smaller
� Mini-prints or small patterns look better in smaller areas
� Wallpaper with a light background makes a room look larger

Source: Home Improvement All-In-One for Dummies

Temporary wallpaper comes in tradition-
al rolls, as well as in accent pieces. It is 
easily pressed on to apply and pulled 
off  to remove and will hold up through 
multiple repositionings.

Wallpaper, with its limitless possibilities 
and design options, has reclaimed its spot 
as the go-to design option for the creative. 
New looks, textiles and colors have created 
a design choice for every preference. �
Debbie Swanson frequently writes for business 
and consumer publications. In addition to the 
paint industry, she covers construction, real 
estate and banking.
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